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A hot collection of stories about horny boyfriends having their loyalty pushed to the limit by the sexy

MILF moms of their beloved girlfriends.Book 1 - Alone Time: Girlfriend's MomAndy is enjoying his

last summer vacation before heading off to college in the best way he can - by spending a ton of

passionate alone time with his girlfriend, Marie. But when he shows up at her house one morning

and she's not home, he still finds himself welcomed in by her mother, Jamie, who seems eager to

be a gracious host. It's hard for him to ignore how much she looks like her daughter, and even

harder for him to keep from getting excited when she begins trying on different outfits and asking for

his opinion of them. Jamie has age and experience on her side, and seems to delight in pushing up

the sexual tension as far as it will go, teasing Andy every chance she gets and seeing if she can

push him over the edge. When she invites him to cuddle up on the couch with her and watch a

movie, the hot intensity of the situation reaches a crescendo as Andy feels himself losing control,

unable to resist the sexy body of the woman lying next to him, even if it's his girlfriend's mom...Book

2 - Beach Fun: Girlfriend's MomSummer vacation has arrived, and Jake's first trip to the beach of

the year pushes him right up against his girlfriend's gorgeous mom, Beth. As he soon discovers, she

just so happens to have a bit of a reputation for seducing her daughter's catches. Will Jake manage

to keep things appropriate, or will Beth's soft thighs, perfect hips, and luscious breasts lead him into

rock hard trouble?Book 3 - Belly Dancing: Girlfriend's MomWhen Kevin and his girlfriend Amy go to

a belly dancing session hosted by her mom, Malaya, things heat up fast. Kevin is the only guy in

attendance, and with so many skimpily dressed women dancing up close to him, it's very hard for

him to keep his attention on the girl he's committed to. The situation becomes even more

complicated when Amy leaves for work, leaving him alone in a room full of temptation. The dancers

enjoy flaunting their bodies for him, and take things even further when they start pressing their

bodies up against him. Will Kevin manage to stay loyal and true, or will the temptation of his

girlfriend's sexy mom be too much for him to resist?
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